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Lettering on the go! Go with confi dence
• Practice before you go. You can improve your handwriting by studying Italic with 
a local calligrapher or Architect (self-study or available at www.LetsLetterTogether.
com). Both styles are wonderful forms to work from and are likely to be very close 
to your existing handwriting style. 
• Have scrap paper handy so you can test nibs. If you have time, test your 
markers before you go and replace nibs as needed. Be sure they are also full of ink!
• Keep an exemplar handy of lettering styles in the different sizes that the markers 
make. Keep in mind size of marker vs. size of letter vs. lettering style so that your 
counterspaces won’t fi ll in. Make it a mini hierarchy chart—they are inspiring!
• Stay AWARE by listening to the guided visualization I offer in my Level Up Your 
Lettering in-person workshops and VIRTUAL course.
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Lettering on the go! Materials and Gear
Whether you are practicing or performing, it’s important to have the right gear on 
hand. I started out as a sketchnoter and worked my way to large-scale recording and 
facilitating. Below are supply lists of the Neuland markers, paper and gear I use when 
practicing, working tabletop with clients, and sketchnoting. I’ve provided the item 
numbers for your convenience. You can order these items at www.neuland.com.

Practicing on the go
When I learn a new lettering style, I practice form while working tabletop 
before moving to the wall to integrate rhythm. These are great materials to 
take with you so you may practice your lettering on vacay or while traveling. 
    • Markers (note, the last 4 digits indicate the color so choose accordingly):  
 Neuland BigOne® - Item no.: 8042.0100 
 Neuland No.One® Art - Item no.: 8059.0100 
 Neuland TwinOne® - Item no.: 8041.0100
    • Paper: Handl ettering Learning Pad To-Go Item no.: 8028.0600
    • Containers: PenPouch XL - Item no.: 8203.0300
Just starting out? I recommend the Handlettering Kit (Item no.: 9100.0067). 
It contains a lettering booklet and all of the markers you need to get started 
and I refer to it often in my online courses and videos. 

Performing on the go
When facilitating discovery meetings with clients or when coaching artists, I 
work tabletop using these materials:
    • Neuland FineOne® - Item no.: 8033.0100
    • myClipBoard A3/Ledger size - Item no.: 8070.0015
    • PocketOne - Item no.: 8203.0005
Facilitation templates
For discovery meetings, I use an Appreciative Inquiry template I designed. 
You can download it at: https://gum.co/AIProcessGraphic
Want to learn more about visual coaching? I highly recommend studying 
with Christina Merkley at www.shift-it-coach.com to get your certification.

Practicing and performing on the go
As a former medium-format photographer and early adopter of Instagram,  
love working in the square format when sketchnoting either for myself when 
taking workshops or at conferences.
    • Neuland FineOne® - Item no.: 8033.0100  
 SketchOnes Item no.: 8035.0100 
 Neuland No.One® Metallic - Item no.: 8155.0200
    • Paper: 4-2 Sketch - Item no.: 8030.7300
    • Containers: Novario® AccessoryBox - Item no.: 8030.0004
Drawing templates 
If you want to draw the perfect circle, venn diagram, or hexagon, check out 
the Orbits (Item no.: 8082.2001) and Hexits (Item no.: 8082.2002).

What gear do you use?
    • Markers
    • Paper
    • Containers
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Lettering tips
When working quickly with 
your own handwriting do you 
find yourself blocked on what to 
do? Here are three ways to vary 
up your work:
• Bold - DSFS
• X-height - high and low
• Bounce and rotate letters

1 + 1 + 1 =  
A formula for success!
    • Headline lettering style
    • Emphasis lettering style
    • Rapid capture lettering style 

Use a variety of marker nibs 
to create hierarchy
Here are the markers I 
recommend to create hierarchy 
when working small scale. 
Glance : Neuland TwinOne®

Scan : Neuland FineOne®

Read : SketchOnes .07, .05, .03
Study: SketchOne .01
To watch a recording of 
recommended lettering styles, 
visit: bit.ly/LUYLprep
Click on Session 8 from the 
“Lettering Tips Tuesdays 
Summer 2019.”

What else would you 
add to your gear or to 
prep?
I value your input and feedback. 
Feel free to reach out to me 
anytime. 

I’d love to hear from you!
heather@heathermartinez.com

Preparing for gigs and conferences

Checklist and reminder for those attending IFVP:
Use this as a starting point for other gigs and conferences

Materials and Gear
q Sketchbook/paper

q Markers/pens/pencils and other markmaking tools

q Carrying case - Going with the conference bag? Do something to make it 
differentiate from the others: tie a scarf to the handle or write on it with an large 
acrylic marker. 

q Power cords and portable batteries to keep devices charged so you can post 
your work.

Intentions and behaviors
q Make a content strategy. I know it’s easy to say you will post while at conference 
but from someone who’s job it was as a member of the IFVP social media 
committee for 7 years, remembering to post was the hardest thing for me to 
remember to do. 

Here are a few tips:  
1) Prep by drafting a post a day BEFORE you go. Type up notes on your mobile 
device to copy and paste from. Use Buffer or some posting app to keep you 
organized and tracking your posts. 
2) Make a shot list: breakouts, selfies with people you want to meet, signage, etc. 
3) Look at your schedule and choose which breakouts you will take pictures of and 
get the speakers social media handle. 
4) Create a hashtag list you can copy paste into your posts. 
5) Take videos and several pics for each post. 

q Set your intention by taking a moment to visualize your desired outcome. 
Breathe into how you want to feel when the conference is over. Who do you want 
to meet? What do you want to learn? Write down the kind of experience you want 
to have and the kind of questions you need to ask in order to make the most out 
of your time and investment. Create a mantra. And focus on telling your story with 
others including what you love most about this work and the passion/value you 
bring that you can share with others. 

q Take care of yourself by: staying hydrated, carrying everything you need but 
no more, taking breaks from everyone by going to the restroom or taking a walk 
outside alone. Remember, you have the rare opportunity to be with the people you 
have been wanting to meet and will potentially become life-long friends with. Keep 
yourself grounded and fresh. It’s easy to get caught up in the moment and swept 
into other people’s drama while trying to maintain your own emotional intelligence 
and self talk. Do your inner work before, during, and after the conference. 

q At the end of each day and on your way home, jot down your key take aways 
and what your next steps will be to integrate your new learnings into your work as 
a visual practitioner. Set a goal to accomplish for next year’s conference. It might 
be to create a unique piece of marketing material or giveaway, present a breakout 
session, or write a book.


